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ABS'TRACT

i

An independent assessment of the remediation of the BORAX-V (Boiling

Water Reactor Experiment) turbine building at the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory (INEL), Idaho Falls, Idaho, was accomplished by the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory Pollutant Assessments Group (ORNL/PAG). The purpose of

the assessment was to confirm the site's compliance with applicable Department of

Energy guidelines. The assessment included reviews of both the decontamination

and decommissioning Plan and data provided from the pre- and post-remedial

action surveys and an independent verification survey of the facility.

The independent verification survey included determination of background

exposure rates and soil concentrations, beta-gamma and gamma radiation scans,

smears for detection of removable contamination, and direct measurements for

alpha and beta-gamma radiation activity on the basement and mezzanine floors and

the building's interior and exterior walls. Soil samples were taken, and beta-

gamma and gamma radiation exposure rates were measured on areas adjacent to

" the building.

Results of measurements on building surfaces at this facility were within

established contamination guidelines except for elevated beta-gamma radiation

levels located on three isolated areas of the basement floor. Following remedia-

tion of these areas, ORNL/PAG reviewed the remedial action contractor's report

and agreed that remediation was effective in removing the source of the elevated

direct radiation.

Results of all independent soil analyses for _Co were below the detection

limit. The highest 137Csanalysis result was 4.6 pCi/g; this value is below the INEL

site-specific guideline of 10 pCi/g.

Based on data from the post-remedial action report and the independent

verification survey, the radiologic condition of the BORAX-V turbine building

conforms to the guidelines outlined by the Formerly Utilized Sites and Surplus

- Facilities Management Programs for surface and soil contamination.
..

xi "



CONFTRMATORY RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY

OF THE BORAX-V TURBINE BUILDING

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY

IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO

1. INTRODUC_ON

1.1 TASK DESCR/PTION

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory Pollutant Assessments Group

(ORNL/PAG) was selected as the independent verification contractor (IVC) for

the Boiling Water Reactor Experiment (BORAX)-V turbine building by the

Decontamination and Decommissioning Branch, Division of the Northwestern

Area Programs, Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management of

the Department of Energy (DOE). As a part of its quality assurance program,

" DOE requires independent (third party) verifications of the effectiveness of reme-

diations conducted within the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program

(FUSRAP) and the Surplus Facilities Management Program (SFMP) (U.S.DOE

1988).

Independent verification of the remediation of the BORAX-V turbine build-

ing addressed the radiological condition of the building foundation and surround-

ing soils prior to demolition. The primary nuclides of interest at the turbine build-

ing were 137Csand 6°Co. Tasks required by FUSRAP protocol for verification and

certification included reviews of plans, procedures, and remedial actions. On-site

visits and surveys involving direct measurements and sampling were also conducted

to determine that ali levels are below applicable guidelines. ORNL/PAG is

responsible for archiving representative samples of the site, as well as producing

this final verification report that becomes part of the final certification docket.
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The docket contains documentation verifying that the site is not contaminated with

radioactive residues that may present a radiological hazard to the general public

(U.S.DOE 1988).

This independent verification is considered a partial verification of the

BORAX-V facility since the reactor building is scheduled for decontamination and

decommissioning in fiscal year (FY) 1994.

1.2 SITE HISTORY

The BORAX facility, located in the southwestern part of the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory (INEL), was the site for reactor experiments conducted

between 1951 and 1964. The experiment series began with BORAX-I, an open-

top boiling water reactor. This reactor was buried in place in 1953. Another site

northeast of BORAX-I was chosen for subsequent experiments. The BORAX-II,

-III, -IV, and -V experiments were conducted on the same site as the existing

BORAX-V facility (Fig. 1). On December 20, 1951, EBR-1 was the first nuclear

reactor to generate electricity. On July 17, 1955, BORAX-II gained historical

significance as the first nuclear reactor to supply electricity to a city: Arco, Idaho

(EG&G 1990).

Ali BORAX experiments, except BORAX-I, were housed in two main build-

ings: the reactor building (AEF-601) and the turbine building (AEF-602), later

designated as buildings 717 and 718 respectively. These buildings were constructed

of sheet metal over steel frames. A wooden cooling tower and guard post, desig-

nated as buildings 719 P_t 709 respectively, were also originally part of the f'_cility.

The turbine building contained a 1926 Westinghouse turbine-generator and assoc-

iated process piping, instrumentation, and testing loops.

The BORAX-V facility was designated for decommissioning in FY 1985;

decommissioning tasks were performed from FY 1985 through FY 1989 (EG&G

1990). A radiation survey conducted in 1989 on the turbine and associated

components showed that the major radionuclides present were 137Cs and 6°Co.

During FY-1991, the turbine, condenser, and associated piping were removed,
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from the turbine building. The walls of the building were also removed, leaving

the mezzanine floor concrete pad, concrete walls, and basement walls, on slab and

foundation to be demolished in place and backfilled. Early in FY-1992, portions

of the concrete were decontaminated by means of concrete chipping in areas of

suspected contamination.

Upon completion of remediation, a post-remediation survey was performed

by EG&G to demonstrate compliance with the clean-up guidelines. The post-

remediation survey report is presented as Appendix A.

2. INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION PROCESS

2.1 DOCI.JMENT REVIEW

Radiological characterization reports, engineering drawings, and post-

remediation survey documents were reviewed for general thoroughness and

accuracy. Data were evaluated to ensure that areas exceeding guidelines were

identified and remediated.

Information concerning radiologic contamination of the turbine building

foundation was taken from an internal EG&G technical report (EG&G 1990) and

from surveys conducted during remediatio_ by EG&G.

The general process for independent verification of the BORAX-V facility

followed the FUSRAP protocol (U.S.DOE 1988); verification guidelines were

based on DOE Order 5400.5, Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environ-

ment (U.S.DOE 1990). This document lists soil concentration guidelines for

thorium and radium, surface contamination guidelines, and methods for deter-

mining site-specific authorized limits for radionuclides in air, water, and soil. The

primary guidelines used by ORNL for this verification are the surface contamina-

tion guidelines for beta-gamma radiation emitters (Table 1).



Table 1. Surface Contamination Guidelines,
DOE Order 5400.5

AOowab_ TotalResdu_ SurfaceConu_0abon

(apmrlooan')-'j
Rad/onuc/_ A_rag_ "-_ Mazimum_ RemovableS- J')

Transuranics, t2sI, _, RESERVED RESERVED RESERVED
Z_Ra,2ZTAc,*'_Ra,
_, _, _IPa.

Th-Natural, 9°Sr, 1-"6I, 1,000 3,000 200
mi, 133I,_-SRa'
224Ra' 232U, 23-"Th"

U-Natural, _Su, 23SU, 5,000 15,000 1,000
and asso.:iated deca_,,
product, alpha emitters.

Beta-gamrr a emitters 5,000 15,000 1,000
(radionuchdes with decay

- modes other than alpha
emission or spontaneous
f'msion) except 9°Sr and
others noted above.2/

1/ As used in this table, dpm (disintegrations per minute) means the rate

of emission by radioactive material as determined by correcting the
counts per minute measured by an appropriate detector for
background, efficiency, and geometric factors associated with the
instrumentation.

_z, Where surface contamination by both alpha- and beta-gamma-emitting
radionuclides exists, the limits established for alpha- and beta-gamma-
emitting radionuclides should apply independently.

t/ Measurements of average contamination should not be averaged over an area
of more than 1 m2. For objects of less surface area, the average should be
derived for each such object.

4/ The average and maximum dose rates associated with surface contamination
resulting from beta-gamma emitters should not exceed 0.2 mrad/h and
1.0 mrad/h, respectively, at 1 cm,
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TableI.(continued)

_5/ The maximum contamination level applies to an area of not more than
100 cm2.

_6/ The amount of removable material per 100 cm2 of surface area should
be determined by wiping an area of that size with dry filter or soft
absorbent paper, applying moderate pressure, and measuring the
amount of radioactive material on the wiping with an appropriate
instrument of known efficiency. When removable contamination on
objects of surface area less than 100 cm2 is determined, the activity per
unit area should be based on the actual area and the entire surface
should be wiped, lt is not necessary to use wiping techniques to
measure removable contamination levels if direct scan surveys indicate
that the total residual surface contamination levels are within the limits
for removable contamination.

Z/ This category of radionuclides includes mixed fission products, including
the 9°Srwhich is present in them. lt does not apply to 9°Srwhich has
been separated from the other fission products or mixtures where the
9°Srhas been enriched.



Analysis results for soil samples were compared to the results for background

. samples as well as the derived concentration values generated by EG&G and listed

in Development of Criteria for Release of Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

Sites Following Decontamination and Decommissioning (EG&G 1986). This report

states that the primary nuclide of interest, lSTCs,shall not exceed 10 pCi/g. Cobalt-

60 has a limit of 4 pCi/g, and _U has a limit of 200 pCi/g. The guidelines for

_'6Ra are from DOE Order 5400.5: concentrations of _Ra in soil shall not exceed

5 pCi/g above background in the first 15 cm and 15 pCi/g above background in

subsequent 15-cm soil layers when averaged over 100 m".

2.2 FIELD SURVEY

A team from ORNL/PAG visited the BORAX-V site and performed a scop-

ing inspection in July 1991. An independent verification survey plan was devel-

oped based on both this inspection and the remediation survey data. ORNL/PAG

conducted an independent confirmatory survey of the turbine building foundation,t

and adjacent land during November 20 to 27 and December 9 to 15, 1991. The

survey team performed visual inspections, determined background radionuclide

levels and exposure rates, established survey grids, performed gamma and beta-

gamma radiation scans, took smears for detection of removable activity, made

direct beta-gamma and alpha radiation measurements, and collected surface sam-

ples (0 to 15 cm) on designated background soils and soils surrounding the build-

ing foundation. Duplicate readings were taken every tenth reading as a quality

control measure. Data were evaluated and compared to guidelines set forth in

DOE Order 5400.5 (U.S.DOE 1990).

The survey and measurement procedures used are from the ORNL/PAG

procedures manual: TE-021, TE-022, TE-025, TE-026, TE-027, TE-028, TE-034

(ORNL 1990). An i,aventory of the survey equipment used is listed in Appendix B.



22.1 Background Radiation Investigation

Six soil samples were collected from areas 0.5 to 10 km from the site to esta-

blish background concentrations of radionuclides for comparison purposes (Fig. 2).

Background gamma radiation exposure rate levels were measured at 1 m above the

surface at background sampling locations using a pressurized ionization chamber

(PIC) (Table 2). A corresponding gamma radiation measurement was taken with a

sodium iodide (Nal) gamma radiation detector coupled to a ratemeter reading in

thousand counts per minute (kcpm). The same procedure was followed at 10 loca-

tions at the turbine building site to determine the site-specific gamma radiation

exposure rate (Fig. 3, Table 2). The measurements at the turbine building site

were used to convert counts to exposure rates in microroentgens per hour (tzR/h)

as outlined in Procedure TE-022 (ORNL 1990). The conversion formula was

#R/h = kcpm/0.34. This factor was used to convert ali gamma radiation measure-

ments taken at the site from counts to I_R/h.

22.2 Extedor Survey

Land Surrounding Turbine Building

A 5 × 5 m grid was established originating at the northwest corner of the

building and extending 10 m away from ali sides of the building (Fig. 4). An

exterior gamma radiation scan of the ground surrounding the building was per-

formed. Piles of gravel had been dumped adjacent to the west side of the struc-

ture, thereby precluding a complete scan in that area. Also, during remediation,

the ground to the south of the building had been excavated to remove contam-

inated piping. The survey team was unable to effectively scan these areas due to

unsafe slope conditions.
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Fixed-point measurements for beta-gamma and gamma radiation exposure

rates were taken at the intersection ._r ali grid points. Gamma radiation exposure

. rate measurements were also taken at 1 m from the surface at selected grid inter-

sections.

Composite soil samples collected at a depth of 0 to 15 cm were collected in

twelve systematically selected grid blocks adjacent to the building (samples Sl to

S12, Fig. 4). The samples were composited from plugs taken from the center of

each selected grid block and at four points midway between the grid-block center

and corners. In addition, one grab sample (S13) was taken at the highest beta-

gamma radiation measurement from a region identified during the gamma radia-

tion scan.

Exterior Walls

A 1 x 2 m grid was established originating in the northwest corner of the

turbine building (Fig. 5). A beta-gamma radiation scan was performed on ali walls

except a portion of the south end of the building, where excavation precluded

safely surveying the upper walls.

Fixed-point measurements for alpha and beta-gamma radiation were taken at

five locations in each accessible grid block at the south end of the building. As a

result of these readings and the beta-gamma radiation scan, it was deemed unneces-

sary to continue extensive fixed measurements on ali exterior walls. Single fixed-

point measurements were taken for alpha and beta-gamma radiation in each of the

remaining grid blocks. The walls and floor inside the rheostat area were also

scanned; no beta-gamma radiation contamination was detected (Fig. 4) (Table 3).

2.2.3 Interior Survey

The turbine building interior consisted of a mezzanine level, slab-on-grade, in

• addition to a basement level. The floor of the basement had numerous protruding

concrete supports. A 10-cre-wide trench at the base of the walls discharged to a

i
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sump in the southwest corner of the room. At some locations around the walls,

exposed pipes and floor supports remained.

A 2 x 2 m alphanumeric grid originating in the northwest corner was estab- .

lished on the floors and up the basement walls (to 2 m) (Fig. 3).

Mezzanine

A 2 × 2 m alphanumeric grid originating in the northwest corner was esta-

blished for the mezzanine (Fig. 6). A beta-gamma radiation gas proportional

counter floor monitor coupled to a scaler/ratemeter with audible indicator was

used to scan the accessible area of the mezzanine. Areas inaccessible to the floor

monitor were scanned using a Geiger-Mueller (GM) thin-window pancake probe

coupled to a scaler/ratemeter. Scans using Nal gamma radiation scintillation detec-

tors coupled to ratemeters were also performed in the pipe chase areas and on the

floor.

Fixed-point readings for alpha and beta-gamma radiation were taken at four

locations in each grid block (Table 3). These grid blocks included the pipe chase

area.

Floor

A beta-gamma radiation gas proportional counter floor monitor was used to

scan accessible areas of the floor. The remaining area, which included ali concrete

supports, the trench, and the sump, were scanned using beta-gamma radiation GM

thin window pancake probes attached to scaler/ratemeter. In addition, a gamma

radiation scan of the floor was performed using scintiliometers.

Direct measurements for alpha and beta-gamma radiation activity levels were

systematically made at four equidistant points, midway between the center and

corners in each grid block. Smears for detection of removable contamination were

taken at the location of the highest direct reading in each grid block. These

results are summarized in Table 3.
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Walls

The walls of the basement were scanned to a height of 2 m with beta-gamma

radiation pancake probes coupled to scaler/ratemeters. In addition, ali areas on

the walls with pipes, floor supports, discoloration, or staining were scanned. These

additional wall locations are shown in Fig. 3.

Direct measurements for alpha, beta, and gamma radiation activity levels

were made in the same manner as were the floor measurements. Fixed-point

measurements were taken at four locations per grid block for beta-gamma radia-

tion readings and at one location per grid block for alpha radiation readings.

Smears for detection of removable contamination were taken at the location of the

highest direct reading in each grid block. These results are summarized in Table 3.

Trench

t_

A trench 10-cm wide and 5-cm deep encompassed the perimeter of the base-

ment floor, ending in a sump located in the southwest corner of the basement.

After surveying the floors and walls, a 10-cm-wide region of suspected contam-

ination along the wall and floor was delineated. For each 2-m grid block, three

sets of alpha, beta, and gamma radiation measurements were taken: one at 10 cm

up from the trench, one at 10 cm out from the trench, and one within the trench

itself. This method was repeated for the full length of the trench. The sump was

scanned for beta-gamma radiation; no elevated readings were detected (Table 3).

,' III
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3. FINDINGS AND RESULTS

3.1 D(OUME.N'," REvr_w

ORNL reviewed the post decontamination and decommissioning survey of

the BORAX-V _u,,'bine building (EG&G 1990) prepared by EG&G as part of the

confirmatory activities. The information provtded was not sufficient to determine

if contamination still remained at the BORAX-V Turbine Building site. The data

was reported in counts per minute (cpm). These units give an indication of rela-

tive "cleanness.': However, unless they are converted to disintegrations per minute

(dpm) per surface area, cpm measurements cannot be used as evidence that the

building surfac.e_ meet FUSRAP/Sk'3,*,P guidelines for unrestricted use. After

obtaining the necessa.,3' inf¢,rr,'ation, ORNL was able to complete the independent

verification plan.

ORNL also reviewed the data and survey results of the decontamination of
a,

the hot spots identitied during the independent verification survey. These results

were compared to the established guidelines. This ;s discussed further in Sect. 3.4.at

ORNL concurs that the "Final Report of the Decontamination and Decommission-

ing of ',he Borax-V Facility Turbine Building" provides an adequate summation of

the current radiological status of the site.

3.2 BACKGROUND RADIATI.ON MEASUREMENTS

PIC measurements for gamma radiatien ex'pc6ure rates at the six background

locations (SBI to SB6, Fig. 2) ranged from 13 to 14 uR/h. Ali _-oil samples were

sent to ORNL in Oak Ridge, Tenn., for 137Cs,6°Co, ?-_U, and _6Ra radionuclide

analyses using gamma spectroscopy. Results of the analyses for the six background

locations and the exposure rates are presented in Table 2. PIC readings taken at

the turbine building were slightly higher, yielding gamma exposure rates ranging

from 14 ,uR/h in the mezzanine area to 18 _R/h in the basement ('Fable 2). This

II _ Irll n II
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was attributed to the emanation of the gamma radiation from several directions

since the measurements were performed in a concrete basement.

33 EXTERIOR RADIATION MEAS_

The exterior survey, u_'lg gamma radiation scintillation detectors coupled to

ratemeters, revealed gamma radiation exposure rates ranging from 12 to 18 _R/h.

One area, approximately I m2 and located just north of the mezzanine area, had a

gamma radiation exposure rate range of 18 to 29 uR/h (Fig. 4). Soil sample S13

was taken at this location.

Results of radionuclide analyses of soil samples taken in each grid block adja-

cent to the turbine building and at the slightly elevated location identified by the

gamma radiation scan are presented in Table 4. Ali concentrations were below the

guidelines of 4 pCi/g for 6°Co, 10 pCi/g for 137Cs,5 pCi/g for m_Ra, and 200 pCi/g

for 23SU. ORNL/PAG has archived ali soil samples and will maintain custody of

these samples for five years after certification of the BORAX-V turbine building

has been achieved. ,,

A summary of exposure rate measurements for gamma and beta-gamma

radiation taken at the intersections of grid blocks surrounding the turbine building

is presented in Table 5. Ali measurements were below the established guidelines.

3.4 TURBINE BUIldING RADIATION MEASUREMENTS

Gamma radiation exposure rate measurements on the mezzanine and base-

ment _oor, using scintillation detectors coupled to ratemeters, yielded exposure

rates ranging from 18 to 21 t,hR./h.

A summary of the results of the fixed-point measurements for alpha and

beta-gamma radiation are presented in Table 3. Instrument background measure-

merits of 60 cpm for beta-gamma radiation were noted. Instrument
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Table 5. Summaryof exterior exposure rates

i i

n _ $

Gamma radiation, 65 16 2
I_R_ at surface

Gamma radiation, 14 15 1
_R/h at 1 m

Beta-gamma radiation, 65 790 320
dpm/100 cm2

n = number of measurements
= mean

s = standard deviation.

i
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background measurements for alpha radiation were 5 cpm. Portions of the drain-

age trench, floor, and walls adjacent to the trench showed elevated beta-gamma

. radiation count rates. These areas did not exceed DOE guidelines when averaged

over 1 m2. Ali readings for alpha radiation on the interior and exterior surfaces

were below applicable gv_delines.

Smear locations were selected as discussed in Sect. 2 to detect removable

alpha and beta-gamma radiation activity. Results of these measurements are

presented in Table 6. Ali smear readings were below established guidelines, and in

many instances, the measurements were below the lower limit of detection (LLD)

of the instrument, lt should be noted that measurements below the LLD are very

uncertain and probably invalid for verification purposes.

Beta-gamma radiation scans were performed with the knowledge that the

guidelines were exceeded at 5,000 dpm or 215 cpm. Therefore, ali readings above

150 cpm were carefully investigated for possible contamination. Three small

regions on the basement floor exceeding the guidelines were identified. The loca-

tions of these regions are presented in Fig. 7; the readings are summarized in
w,

Table 7. Further remediation of these "hot spots" was performed by the remedial

action contractor, and after review of the clean-up report of decontamination of

the hot spots (Appendix C), the turbine building was recommended for certifica-

tion. A statement of verification has been issued by ORNL/PAG for the BORAX-

V turbine building (Appendix D).

4. SUMMARY

In order to document the adequacy of remedial actions, ORNL/PAG

performed independent verification on the BORAX-V turbine building at INEL.

Verification activities included document reviews, independent measurements,

sampling, and confirmatory laboratory analyses. Field activities were performed

during November and December 1991. Three small areas on the turbine building
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Table 6. Summary of interior removable contamination

Alpha Radiation Beta-gamma Radiation

Act_ty, Activity,
dpm/100 cm 2 dpm/100 cm 2

Number of
Grid Number of

Blocks or Maximum Grid Blocks Maximum

Measurement Locations Reading or Locations Reading
Location Surveyed LLD Surveyed LLD

West wall 16 < LLD 22 16 < LLD 118

North wall 15 < LLD 22 15 < LLD 118

East wall 14 < LLD 22 14 < LLD 118

South wall 12 < LLD 22 12 < LLD 118

Floor 40 < LLD 22 40 160 118

LLD ffi lower limit of detection of instrument.

Ii
' IPI ....
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Fig. 7. Turbine buildingfloor, showingelevated beta-gamma radiation regions.
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basement floor and trench that required further cleanup were identified. The

three areas were remediated by EG&G, and a post-decontamination survey was

sent to ORNL/PAG (Appendix C). The independent verification survey confirmed

that remedial action reduced contaminant levels below applicable guidelines prior

to demolition and burial so that the public and environment are thereby protected.

A statement of verification has been issued by ORNL/PAG for the BORAX-V

turbine building (Appendix D).
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ACRONYMS, IN1TIAHSMS, AND ABBREVIATIONS

BORAX Boiling Water Reactor Experiment

cpm counts per minute

DOE Department of Energy

dpm disintegrations per minute

FUSRAP Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program

FY fiscal year

GM Geiger Mueller

INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

IVC independent verification contractor

kcpm thousand counts per minute

I_R/h microroentgens per hour

LLD lower limit of detection

ORNL/PAG Oak Ridge National Laboratory/Pollutant Assessments

Group

PIC pressurized ionization chamber

SFMP Surplus Facilities Management Program

I
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" Idaho Opera:_ons Olflce
7,_5 DOE Flace

Idaho Falls, Idaho E3,'82

Cc,..er 15, ICCI

t_s. Gloria H. Stevens
Oak Ridge National Lab
P. O. Box 2567
Grand Juncticn, CO Ei_02-2557

SUBJECT: Post Decontamination and Decommissicning of the 60RAX-VTurbine
Building - ERD-439-91

Dear Hs. Stevens:

Please find enclosed a copy of the Post Decontamination and Decommissioning
(D&D) Survey of the BORAX-VTurbine Building. This survey is provided to
assist the Independent Verification Contractor (IVC) with the preparation of a
workplan that will outline the methodology for the verification and
certification of D&Dactivities at the BORAX-VTurbine Building site located at
the Idaho National Engineering laboratory.

Should you have any questions, please contact me at (FTS) 583-0193, commercial
" (208)526-0193,or A. W. Mikkolaat (FTS)583-0725,commercial(208)526-0725.

Sincerely,

W. N. Sato,ActingDirector
EnvironmentalRestorationDivision

Enclosure

cc w/o enc: S. G. Stiger,EG&G
R. H. Meservey,EG&G
G. R. Rodman,EG&G
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E"'*v V ..... _"" _i-: r',.,,,-_T_..'._.^- J,.,.'..,: -:U]LD] r_u',,_.,_.oC_

" Pl ° •

-cL._;'EYRESULTS

Oate or survey : ._/_//=]

Instruments used in sur'.'_y:

Contamination level" Lu_!'_ 2& Serial Xc. ]]_OE5

R_diationlevel" Eicrc_ _:'3 SerialXc. .]_C_70

S_earscountedcn Tennelec_2OgAlpha-_etaScaler SerialNo._65107

S=ear Results: t_os:e_,'ablecc:ta=inationdetectedon any of the 100 cm_

• t_oAlpha cont_:inationdetectedon any of the s_ears.

General Notes:

A11 contaminationlevelsre; -"",.ed in cocntsper _inute(cp:) above
_ackcrcund(_k_d.).

E_ckgroundlevel used zt E:£_X-Vis ]CO cpm.

Ai1 exteriorand interiorf::ndationwalls and the :ain floor are
radiologicallyclean.

Ease=ent floor,excludingrye su_p pit trenchand su=p pit, has only c.ne
are_ of a_roxi=ately I ftz _ith fixed contaminationof _exi_um _00 cpm
a)ove backcround(area=arkeJwith "x").

Su:p pit contaminationlevels average2CO cpm a_ove background.
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/_" ..... , Department of Energy
'. Id::k_ C;er_:icns CHice

" ,_. 'rZ/:-.'J :._ T_:5'T.,CEFl_ce
Idago F_-:;s, i_-ai',o$"_;2

::eye-'or!, ".c_!

Hr. D. K. Half:rd
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
_ra_dC_cti_n _rojac:Office
P. O. _ox 2557
Grand Junction,CO _i502

SUBJECT: 5C_.cX-V_3 Radiological..,_.....-.j_ - ERD-474"cl

DearHr. Halfcrd:

As per your request,pleasefinde_closedthe latest90RJ_X-VTurbine_uilding
RadioactiveSurvey. The valueshavebeenconvertedfrom countsper minute
(cpm)to disintegrationsper minuteper 100 cm=, (dpm/100cm:)usingCS-137as
the primaryis:tope.

_e look forwardto your field surveytripthe firstweek in November.

Pleasecall A. _. Hikkolaat (FTS)583-0725if you have any questions.
o

Sincerely,

/
- /

W. N. Sato,ActingDirector
EnvironmentalRestorationDivision

Enclosure

tc: G. Stevens,OK_L/GJPO,w/one.
R. H. Heservey,EG&G,w/o enc.
G. R. Rodman,EG&G,w/o eric.
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Da-e cf su_Jey : !0/07/51

instr"-ants used in suz'¢ey:

Direct Scan: iui!um _'-.,Serial _Xo. _:_:G

.:.ad!az!cn level: _!cr:n ",__CD,Serial ._:o.!._tS7Q

•: S-ears czunssd cn Tenne!ec 51CD l!pha/3eta-Gar.:a Scaler
Serial ::o._

General I{ctes:

:: 3ack_rzund level used at _C_X-V is !00 cpm as :easured with
the _udlum _A. This insz_J.zen_ _=s a ca!ibraticn expiration

. date cf 12/27/9! and an efficiency c_ 20%.

All direct scan :eaeurezents are siren in czu:ts =sr minute
(cpm) hut are c:nvertad %o dgm/!89 c: 2 hy using the
ne_hcdo!cgy cn page 4. :_-_...=_e.c_e,a_ the backcrcund, level at
:he _CP_-V Yurb!ne _ui!din_ basezent :ev a!=o he repcrzed
as 528 dpm/!O0 cm-.

Al! exzer!cr and inter!ct founder!cn walls have'been
su_:eyed and faund to he free ef fixed and lccse
c:n_a:inaticn.

Ths basemen_ f!ccr, exc!u£ing the su:_ -i._ trench and s,u_D
pit, has cnlv cns area of a=zrcxlzate!y _ _t2 wi_h _ maximum
fixed ccnta:!naticn value cf 300 cpm abcve backgreund (area
:arkad wish "x"). A value cf 896 d;m/!00 c_ 2 abcve9

hack_rcund averaged cver! _- :ay he cc:puzed using _he
me_hcdo!cgy cn page 4. .'

The fixed c:ntamlnat!cn !eva!s in the su=p pit average 1075
dp:/!00 cm 2 abcve backgrcund.

All fixed ccntaninaticn !evel's are re,cried cn page 4 in

. dpm/100 cm 2 above background (averaged cver i m2).
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°

0 °

o.

.--ace 4 cf 4

Sur D -r_n_h=" Ccntaninz-icn Level :-'_c','_-_-c_.:cr='_'.-.!
- 9 I - -

izc_ticn '"'.-he'_- "= .... /_zm/!90 cn'_....... -..er.-.ged Cuer ! D '-

I = :-,,, 4

2 ="-_

2 , 5._3
4 5-'3
5 1075

_- .523
7 523

3 l 3"i5
9 52S
"_'O !075

!: "_'075

12 , 538
!2 5._S

-- 523

!5 .52a
!5 1075

!7 ._28
13 523
!9 1075

20 !075
21 1075

• 22 !075

23 !075 "
24 1513

. _5 1075

2_ !075
27--0 ='.- ;

I. These values ",'ere crici-a!!v, re=cr-ed in cpm using the
Lud!um 2A direct scan __i.! . ..'= d insl_r,,__ent ._h!s insz__=.-..ent "-a_

an eZficienc':" c _ 20% and a c=unzing surface area cf 15.5

cm 2. Theref=re, ass_.,!n_ CS-!._7 to he the majcr !sotc-e i=
is zcssible =J c=nver-_ t _ data set frc= cpm to d.E._/!O0 cm 2
by ,'=ing =he fcl!c'¢izg ra!a_icn:

can x 5 x 6.45 = _-_.-1
7

15.5 c._- 100 cm _

Further, the tabulated values have been averaced cver a ! ...:.2
surface area, This is possible by saying t-hat a i _eter

s6c_,en- of __he _- _ ch w! .. , _. __en.h 6 in es de represents approx!m.,atei'!
i/6th of the ! m 2 area. Thus, the conver=ed values are
divided by 6 and are tabulated abcve.

- O
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APPENDIX B
d

• SURVEY AND ANALYTICAL EQUIPMENT

The display or description of a specific product is not to be construed as an

endorsement for that product or its manufacturer by the authors or their employer.

1. DIRECT RADIATION MEASUREMENTS

Victoreen portable ratemeter

Model 490 THYAC III

Victoreen, Cleveland, Ohio

" Victoreen Nai scintillation detector

Model 489-55

Victoreen, Cleveland, Ohio

Eberline beta-gamma radiation "pancake" detector

Model HP-260

Eberline, Santa Fe, N.M.

Ludlum ratemeter-scaler

Model 2221

Ludlum, Sweetwater, Tex.

Reuter-Stokes pressurized ionization chamber

" Model RSS-111

Reuter-Stokes, Twinsburg, Ohio
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Eberline alpha radiation scintillation detector

Model AC-3-7

Eberline, Santa Fe, N.M. o

Bicron® Analyst ratemeter-scaler

Bicron, Newbury, Ohio

Ludlum gas proportional counter floor monitor

Model 239-1F

Ludlum, Sweetwater, Tex.

2. LABORATORY ANALYSES

Ludlum dual alpha, beta-gamma radiation smear counter
t

Model 2929

Ludlum, Sweetwater, Tex.

Gamma spectroscopy

ND_ multichannel analyzer

Model 9900

Nuclear Data Systems®

Canberra Industries,

Itasca, I11.

High purity germanium lithium detectors

ORTECe, Tennelec,

ND_ Corp,

601 Oak Ridge Turnpike

Oak Ridge, Tenn.
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- _ Depar'ment of Energy
F:--': C_:ce, :._3_,o

" 7-'5 DOE F!ace

z, I"a'-3 Fa"s, !_a_.o E_4_l.IE_.2

February 5, 1992

V,s. G. H. Stevens
Oak Ridge National La_cratory
P.O. Box 2557
Grand Junction, Colcra%o 8i.=02-2-=57

SUBJECT: Survey of _._e F.CF_X-VTurbine _uildir, g Pest Decontaminaticn
RP0-21-92

Dear V,s. Stevens:

This letter formally transmits the results of efforts to remove fixed
contamination from t,_,ree small areas on the Turbine Building floor.
These three small areas were identified by your staff during the Independent
Verification Contractor (IVC) effort in November and December of 199]. The
final readings meet _he requirements of DOEOrder 5400.5.

If you have any questions regarding these results, please contact
A. W. Mikkola at (FTS) 583-0725.

Sincerely,

Altce C. Willi:ms,Director
EnvironmentalRestorationDivision

Enclosure
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See p_e 1 of 4 of
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EcD!ATION SU.KVEY
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I
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kttech_entI
Pege 3 of 3

j,,

CalculationInfcrr.,ation

k. To figured?._
I, .c._ - _kcd - d?._

efr of instrument

b. To convertd/_/]_cm2 to d./-/iCO:_2
d/_116c_2 X 6 - _/,:,/i00c__

c. Instrument# 131707calibrationinforr,,_ticn
efr. Cs 137 20.6_"

tr 90 ":"w ,4.,lo

Co 6_ 3.2"
Tc c9 I2.e;"

_'OTE:The instrumentused has a 1:.cm2 detectionarea
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SURVEyRESULTS

fcr A.:.EAI

I

F--

O,E 2,c
D_E SurfaceCc=t_ination L_=i:s

R_=ovable- I,OC}d;_-/!CScn2
Fixedand re=cvable- 5,C'3 d;n -/!00 cn2

Est spots - up t_ 15,0C0 d;_
as long as the a.era;efcr
I s_=eterdoes r_" exceed
5,OGOdpm -/IOOc=!

Rad Con Hanual %

Chaper 4,0 %%%_
Table 4-I b\e\

0 < ,_% ,.

OC ,--

2, LO
.... r de_nni_

cpm:!00

bkgd:60 Net cpm - g0 Cs137elf:20% (instrumentcalibratedby source)

dpm = _efr-"._0 " 200 d/m/16cm2

200 d/m/!6cm2 X 6 - !200 d/m/100cm2

P

, , .. . • •
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4

AREA3 SURVEYRESULTS

. Pre-Decon Avera.mes

A-] 140 _-I !-=0 C-I 1C0 D-I 50
A-2 !40 3-2 220 C-2 170 D-2 70
A-3 200 :.-3 220 C-3 320 D-3 220
A-4 140 _'-4 350 C-4 220 D-4 250
k-5 100 _-5 340 C-5 5.:0 D-5 250
A-5 260 _'-5 2EO C-6 .:00 _-5 240
A-7 90 2-7 200 C-7 290 D-7 90
A-8 40 "3-8 60 C-3 !60 D-8 _0
A-9 _] -=-9 40 C-9 40 D-9 ._0
A-!O 40 B-lO 40 C-I0 _0 D-lO EO

These readlncs are in cpm/16cm2 above bzckgrour,d.

POST-DECONSURVEY RESULTS

Post-Deccncn A, B, C, & D #'s 3-7

All averages40 - 60 cpm above back@round

The maximum count rzte in the hot spot within the area identified is 60 cpm

d_m - c__._@.mdpm = 60 c_m = 300 _pm/16cm_
eff .20

" 300 dpm X 6 = I_00 dpm/_OOcm2 m_ximumwithin the _rea identified

• . .. . • . ..
.... . . , •• .. . . .. • . . . ..

• • .•°
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APPENDIX D
i.

STATEMENT OF VERIFICATION FOR BORAX-V TURBINE BUILDING

AT IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY,

IDAHO FAIkS, IDAHO

An independent assessment of remedial action activities at the Borax-V tur-

bine building at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho Fall, Idaho, has

been accomplished by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Pollutant

Assessments Group. The purpose of the assessment was to confirm the site's

compliance with applicable Department of Energy (DOE) guidelines. The assess-

ment included reviews of the Decontamination and Decommissioning Plan and

data provided in the pre- and post-remedial action surveys. In addition, an inde-

pendent verification survey of the facility was conducted November 20-27 and

.e December 9-15, 1991.

The independent verification survey included alpha, beta-gamma, and gamma
Q

radiation scans, smears for removable contamination, and direct measurements for

alpha and beta-gamma radiation activity on the basement and mezzanine floors and

the building's interior and exterior walls. In addition, soil samples were taken, and

alpha, beta-gamma, and gamma radiation exposure rate measurements were per-

formed adjacent to the building.

Based on the findings of this survey, the measurements on the building sur-

faces at this facility were within the established contamination guidelines except for

elevated beta-gamma radiation levels on three floor surface areas. These areas

were subsequently remediated by the remedial action contractor (RAC). ORNL

reviewed the RAC's report following this remediation and agrees that the remedia-

tion was effective in removing the source of the elevated direct radiation. The

" independent soil analyses indicated no 6°Co above detection limits. The highest

137Csanalysis result was 4.6 pCi/g; this value is below the site-specific guideline of
,q

10 pCi/g for 137Cs.
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Based on the data in the post-remedial action report and the independent

verification survey results, the radiologic condition of the Borax-V turbine building

conforms to the guidelines outlined in the Verification and Certification Protocol for

the Formerly Utilized Sites and the Surplus Facilities Management Programs, Office

of Environmental Restoration, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.
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